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Abstract

In this article, we combine aworkplace-centred Labour Process

Theory approach with a multi-level Global Value Chain per-

spective to link digital labour process transformations in the

fast-fashion value chain to broader dynamics of digital value

chain restructuring. Drawing on a case study of H&M and Zara,

we show how these retailers’ digital supply chain manage-

ment strategies are linked to the de-skilling, standardization

and rationalization of tasks and to the emergence of new dig-

ital forms of labour control in production, logistics and retail.

At the same time, we find that the effects of these transfor-

mations on working conditions are mediated by workers’ posi-

tion in the value chain as well as by gender and capital-labour

power relations. The article contributes to debates on value

chains and digitalization by revealing how, under digital capi-

talism, the ability to control and digitally integrate labour pro-

cesses in complex store, logistics and manufacturing networks

represents a key source of power in buyer-driven value chains.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, an emerging corpus of studies has tackled restructuring of value chains and work, driven by new digital

production technologies discussed under the labels of ‘industry 4.0′ or ‘smart factories’ (e.g., Butollo, 2021; Fuchs,

2020; Pardi et al., 2020). Here, we seek to complement these studies by focussing on current value chain restruc-

turing processes in the fast-fashion sector, which are not driven primarily by digitalization processes in manufactur-

ing but in retail and logistics (Azevedo & Carvalho, 2012; Yip & Huang, 2016). We argue that fast-fashion retailers’

digital value chain restructuring strategies represent attempts to secure and expand their market shares and value

chain power in face of competition from new ‘digital lead firms’ (Staab & Nachtwey, 2016). These new digital lead

firms rely on the Internet and/or new digital technologies, such as big data analytics, autonomous robots, the Inter-

net of Things and cloud computing, to set up digitally integrated, highly demand-driven and cost-efficient e-retail

value chains (Brun et al., 2019). In response, established fast-fashion retailers are seeking to enhance supply chain

speed, responsiveness and cost-efficiency by introducing digital supply chainmanagement (SCM) systems that enable

real-time data exchange between online and offline sales operations, and between the different value chain stages

(Nayak, 2019).

In this article, we evaluate the impact of fast-fashion retailers’ digital supply chain integration strategies on labour

processes and working conditions. Hitherto, the link between digitalization and labour process transformations has

been studied predominantly at the workplace level (see Briken et al., 2017; Evans & Kitchin, 2018; Newsome et al.,

2013). In this article, we combine aworkplace-centred LPT approachwith amulti-level Global Value Chain (GVC) per-

spective to link digital labour process transformations in the fast-fashion value chain to broader dynamics of digital

value chain restructuring. Drawing on a case study of two major fast-fashion retailers, H&M and Zara, we show how

these retailers’ digital SCM strategies shape digital labour process transformations at the production, logistics and

retail stages of the value chain. We use the term ‘value chain’ here to refer to the abstract, analytical concept of the

interlinked stages of value-creating activities that are performed and coordinated by lead firms to create competitive

advantages (Gereffi et al., 2005). In contrast, we use the term ‘supply chain’ to refer to the concrete, empirically exist-

ing configurationsof different in-house andexternal services coordinatedby fast-fashion retailers to create, transport,

market and sell products to customers.

Our findings – based on data from 15 in-depth interviews and a series of workshops with managers, workers and

unionists from Spain, Germany, Bangladesh and India – show how H&M’s and Zara’s strategies to enhance the speed

and flexibility of their supply chains through digital SCM lead to similar labour process transformations along the

value chain. These transformations are characterized by the de-skilling, standardization and rationalization of tasks,

heightened work intensity and new digital forms of labour control. At the same time, we find that the effects of these

transformations on working conditions are mediated by workers’ position in the value chain as well as by gender and

capital-labour power relations: On the one hand, we reveal how particularly in the highly feminized garmentmanufac-

turing and fashion retail sectors, women tend to be most adversely affected by the rationalization and flexibilization

of labour processes. On the other hand, our analysis shows that in those segments of the value chainwhere strong col-

lective worker representation exists, potential negative effects of digital labour process transformations on workers

have beenmitigated.

The article contributes to debates on value chains, digitalization and labour by revealing how under digital cap-

italism the ability to control and digitally integrate labour processes in complex store, logistics and manufacturing

networks represents a key source of power in buyer-driven value chains. In this context, we provide three important

empirical insights into the mechanisms through which established fast-fashion retailers consolidate their value chain

and market power under digital capitalism: First, we show how established fast-fashion retailers’ digital SCM strate-

gies consolidate retailers’ power position vis-à-vis suppliers by increasing transaction costs for buyer-switching, since

suppliers have to invest into buyer-specific digital infrastructure. Hence, our findings attenuate claims from previous

studies that digitalization processes may lead to more balanced power relations between lead firms and suppliers (c.f.

Azmeh &Nadvi, 2014; Berg et al., 2017).
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Second, we illustrate how established fast-fashion retailers seek to consolidate their market power in face of com-

petitions from new ‘ultra-fast’ pure online retailers (Camargo et al., 2020) by making substantial investments into

technologically advanced logistics centres and artificial intelligence solutions for optimizing transport flows as well

as by establishing new partnerships with specialized e-commerce contract logistics providers. We, thereby, provide

renewed evidence for the ‘e-commerce/logistics nexus’ underpinned by ‘Logistics 4.0′ as new central field of value

creation in retail value chains under digital capitalism (c.f. Bousonville, 2017; Butollo, 2021).

Third and last, we reveal how the standardization, rationalization and densification of labour processes is a key

feature and pre-condition of retailers’ digital SCM strategies: To synchronize and optimize labour processes at the dif-

ferent stages of the value chain, complex activities and workflows need to be broken down into smaller, standardized

tasks that can then be tracked and managed with the help of digital devices and algorithms. By revealing this link, we,

hence, re-embed digital labour process transformations associatedwith ‘Digital Taylorism’ into the broader context of

value chain restructuring under digital capitalism (c.f. Brun et al., 2019; Staab &Nachtwey, 2016).

2 GVC RESTRUCTURING UNDER DIGITAL CAPITALISM: IMPLICATIONS FOR VALUE
CHAIN GOVERNANCE AND LABOUR PROCESSES

Literatureat the intersectionofGVCanalysis andLPThashighlighted thatmarketpowerandvalue chainpoweraccrue

to lead firms from them being able to control the organization and coordination of geographically fragmented labour

processes (Hammer & Riisgaard, 2015; Taylor et al., 2015). A lead firm’s power position can, however, be contested

when new players enter the market, challenging the established modes of labour process coordination and organi-

zation. In this case, to secure their market position, lead firms are forced to re-structure the ways in which labour

processes within their value chains are organized and coordinated (Flecker & Meil, 2010, 682 f.). Under digital capi-

talism, established lead firms experience pressure to restructure their value chains resulting from the competition of

new ‘digital lead firms’, which rely on the Internet and/or new digital technologies to set up digitally integrated, highly

demand-driven and cost-efficient supply chains (Brun et al., 2019).

Digital capitalism places established lead firms in producer and buyer-driven GVC under pressure to adapt their

business models by integrating the digital technologies and coordination modes used by these digital lead firms into

their own supply chains (Brun et al., 2019, 61f.). In response, established lead firms seek to enhance their supply chain

speed, responsiveness, flexibility and cost-efficiency bydeveloping newend-to-enddigital SCMsystems (Ageron et al.,

2020). SCM as a strategic approach already emerged in the 1970s and 1980s with the introduction of barcode tech-

nology allowing lead firms to collect point-of-sale data and pass it through the supply chain to customize the produc-

tion according to actual consumer preferences (Bonacich, 2003). Over the past 10 to 15 years, however, a qualitative

change in SCM strategies has occurred with a range of new technologies including Radio Frequency Identification

(RFID), cloud computing, artificial intelligence and automation technologies. These technologies allow lead firms to

significantly enhance the collection, processing, analysis and real-time synchronization of data across the supply chain

(Mussomeli et al., 2016). In buyer-drivenGVCs, retailers have been introducing technologies for enhanced data collec-

tion, processing and analysis to build highly flexible and responsive integrated online and offline retail supply chains

aided by integrated digital warehouse and storemanagement systems and digital data sharingwithmanufacturers (c.f.

Azevedo &Carvalho, 2012; Yip &Huang, 2016).

What does this re-coordination of established buyer-driven GVCs mean for value chain governance and labour

processes? For value chain governance, GVC scholars and business analysts have highlighted on the one hand how

the increased importance of mutual data exchange and digital integration of operations forces lead firms to establish

closer and longer-term relationships with suppliers (Berg et al., 2017, p. 18; Brun et al., 2019, p. 51; Frederick et al.,

2018, p. 8). On the other hand, more critical scholars have warned about premature conclusions that the trend

toward closer lead firms supplier relations will also lead to more balanced power relations and value distribution

within established GVCs (Cox & Wartenbe, 2018; Szalavetz, 2019). These scholars have argued that particularly
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within buyer-driven value chains, in which smaller suppliers are traditionally dependent on larger buyers (c.f. Gereffi,

1994), lead firm dominance is likely to continue: Given their power to determine production parameters and terms of

exchange, lead firms will likely force suppliers to ‘take on the cost of technological upgrading, with much of the cost

benefit being filtered to the lead firm’ (Cox &Wartenbe, 2018, p. 34).

Focussing on the impact of digital supply chain integration on labour processes, studies from LPT have highlighted

that building digitally integrated, lean and flexible supply chains requires enhanced control over labour processes

and worker performance at the various value chain stages. As a result, digital supply chain integration usually goes

along with a standardization of tasks and operations, and with the introduction of digital technologies for perfor-

mance monitoring and workflow optimization (Newsome et al., 2013; Taylor, 2010). Several studies have examined

labour process transformations linked to the introduction of ‘smart store’ (Evans & Kitchin, 2018), ‘smart warehouse’

(Moore&Robinson, 2016) or ‘smartmanufacturing’ systems (Pardi et al., 2020) as core elements of digital SCM. These

studies found that with the introduction of these systems, labour processes in stores, warehouses and factories have

been standardized, rationalized and densified, and new technologies for intensified digital labour control have been

introduced. These transformations of labour processes have been subsumed as more general features of work under

digital capitalism under the notion of ‘Digital Taylorism’, representing a new type of workplace regime in which digital

devices and algorithms assume central managing functions including labour process planning and worker instructing

and monitoring (Fuchs et al., 2021; Staab & Nachtwey, 2016). One central argument in this context is that ‘Digital

Taylorism’ relies on the increasing transfer of modes of organizing and rationalizing work from the industrial to the

service sector. This ‘industrialization of service work’ involves the standardization, fragmentation and de-skilling of

tasks in sectors, such as retail and logistics, and is generally experienced by workers as a degrading of work quality

(Staab &Nachtwey, 2016, p. 467).

3 DIGITAL RESTRUCTURING AND LABOUR PROCESS TRANSFORMATIONS IN THE
FAST-FASHION GVC

3.1 Digital restructuring in the fast-fashion GVC

The fashion value chain has been studied extensively inGVCanalysis as a classic example of a buyer-driven value chain,

in which multinational retailers — typically from the Global North — set up decentralized networks of suppliers typ-

ically located in exporting countries of the Global South, which act as ‘Original Equipment Manufacturers’ (Gereffi,

1994, p. 97). In this article, we focus on the fast-fashion value chain as a specific type of fashion value chain. ‘Fast-

fashion’ refers to a business model in which apparel retailers pick up the latest fashion trends and transform them

into affordable products for mainstream consumer markets (Tokatli, 2008, 22 f.). The emergence of fast-fashion can

be understood itself as the outcome of a first round of value chain restructuring in the global apparel industry in the

1990s and early 2000s. This round of value chain restructuring was driven by several, then new, technologies includ-

ing barcode scanners, computer-aided design, computer-aided manufacturing and electronic data interfaces, which

enabled apparel retailers to restructure their value chains according to ‘lean’ and ‘quick response’ strategies (Aber-

nathy et al., 1999). Geographically, this first round of value chain restructuring was characterized by the increasing

shift of retailers’ sourcing activities to newly industrializing countries, particularly in Asia, to keep prices low (Taplin,

2014). Simultaneously, apparel retailers prioritizing sourcing flexibility and time-to-market over price as competitive

edges, started to set up ‘near-sourcing’ networks in regions closer to consumer markets such as South Europe, North

Africa and theMiddle East for the EU (Abernathy et al., 2006).

Over the past decade, the fast-fashion sector has, however, entered yet another round of technological and geo-

graphical restructuring linked to new digital technologies such as RFID, cloud-computing and robotic automation.

These restructuring processes havebeendrivenby twobroader transformations of the fast-fashionmarket under digi-

tal capitalism. First, consumerpreferenceshave increasingly been shifting towardonline channels, a shift that hasbeen
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actively promoted by fast-fashion retailers to attract new customer groups and reduce costs from physical stores. In

this line, traditional ‘brick andmortar’ fast-fashion retailers have, for example, introduced exclusive online collections

and services such as next-day delivery for online orders. As a result, in Germany, the EU’s largest importer of garments

and shoes, revenues from fashion online sales increased from2.81 billion Euros in 2006 to 21.18 billion Euros in 2020,

accounting for 30 per cent of total sales in 2019 (Handelsverband Deutschland, 2020; Statista, 2021). Most recently,

the trend toward online shopping has been further catalysed with the temporary closure of physical stores in most

consumermarkets during the Covid-19 pandemic.

Second, a new generation of ‘ultra-fast’ pure online retailers has entered the fast-fashionmarket, setting new stan-

dards in terms of value chain responsiveness and flexibility. Whereas traditional fast-fashion retailers need between

5 weeks and 6 months for the whole product cycle, pure online retailers, such as ASOS or Boohoo, design and deliver

a new product in under a week (Weinswig, 2017). To this end, new ‘ultra-fast’ fashion retailers typically rely on near

or on-shore ‘on demand’ supplier networks, producing a broader range of products in smaller numbers. As a result,

‘ultra-fast’ fashion retailers are also able to save costs by working with minimum inventories (Camargo et al., 2020,

p. 547).

In light of the growing importance of online sales and new competition by ‘pure online’ ultra-fast fashion retail-

ers, it is of increasing strategic importance for traditional fast-fashion retailers, such as Zara or H&M, to further inte-

grate their online and offline sales, and to enhance the speed, flexibility and cost-efficiency of their supply chains. In

this vein, established fast-fashion retailers have over the past years undertaken several measures to re-structure (1)

their modes of supply chain coordination, (2) their retail and logistics operations and (3) their supplier networks. First,

fast-fashion retailers have re-structured their modes of supply chain coordination by introducing digital SCM systems

combining RFID technology with cloud computing and artificial intelligence (Nayak, 2019). RFID scanners can iden-

tify several articles at once by their unique serial number over a distance of up to 8m, thereby, creating opportunities

for enhanced capturing, sharing and analysis of real-time sales and inventory data across the supply chain (Azevedo &

Carvalho, 2012). Fast-fashion retailers aremaking use of these newopportunities for advanced data sharing and anal-

ysis to enhance production planning and transport flows (Yip & Huang, 2016). For instance, Inditex — Zara’s mother

company — has recently invested 1.7 billion Euros into developing its own IT architecture ‘Inditex Open Platform’, as

the basis for the company’s digital SCM system. The platform also takes over central managing functions in the sourc-

ing and logistics process by calculating the ideal location and transport routes for production and store replenishment

orders (Inditex, 2020). Similarly, H&M has introduced an ‘Amplified Intelligence’ department, which uses advanced

analytics and artificial intelligence to produce consumer trend forecasts based on data from online sales and stores

(H&M, 2018b).

As a second measure, fast-fashion retailers have restructured their retail and logistics operations in two ways: On

the one hand, they have introduced digital store and warehouse management systems using RFID and automation

technologies alongwith cloud computing to track inventories and optimizework processes (Nayak, 2019). By synchro-

nizing store and warehouse inventories in real time, digital management systems furthermore enable the integration

of online and offline sales and thereby the introduction of ‘omni-channel’ sales concepts (Köhnen & Nutzenberger,

2019). Since 2014, Inditex, for example, has gradually introduced RFID and automated warehouse technologies in its

vertically integrated distribution centres (Aftab et al., 2018). H&M has also introduced automation technologies in

selected logistics centres and in addition opened six new, technologically advanced logistic centres in Europe and the

USbetween2018and2020 (H&M,2018a).On theother hand, leading fast-fashion retailers have established strategic

collaborationswithmultinational logistic contractorGXO for regional distribution of online orders (Díaz Pardo, 2021).

As a third measure, fast-fashion retailers have been restructuring their supplier networks by pursuing closer and

longer-term relationships with strategic suppliers and by strengthening regionalized sourcing (Berg et al., 2017;

Hammer & Plugor, 2016). Building closer and longer-term relations with suppliers is a pre-condition for dig-

italizing sourcing processes through technologies, such as 3D sampling or automated production order place-

ment, which require the synchronization of lead firms’ and suppliers’ IT architectures. 3D sampling and auto-

mated order placement allow retailers to reduce time-to-market by avoiding shipping of physical samples and
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by minimizing communication and human errors in the order process (Berg et al., 2017). H&M first intro-

duced 3D design and sampling in its value chains in 2018 (H&M, 2018b), whereas Inditex’s SCM system was

then already sending automated replenishment orders to core suppliers (Aftab et al., 2018). Moreover, fast-

fashion retailers are strengthening regional sourcing to reduce time-to-market for highly fashionable, time-sensitive

items (Berg et al., 2017). Whereas Inditex has from its early days on been sourcing about 50 per cent of gar-

ments from Europe and neighbouring countries, H&M has more recently announced plans to follow Inditex’s

example (Stratton, 2018). Recent disruptions of global trade during the Covid-19 pandemic and new automa-

tion technologies provide additional incentives for near-sourcing or even re-shoring of production (Berg et al.,

2020). In this line, industry analysts have observed increasing garment orders by EU brands from European sup-

pliers following the Covid-19 crisis (Hentschel, 2020). Moreover, first retailers and manufacturers are exper-

imenting with setting up automated factories in consumer markets. Fast-fashion retailer C&A is planning an

automated German jeans factory (Seidel, 2021), while the Vietnamese manufacturer Saitex has already opened an

automated jeansmass-manufacturing facility in Los Angeles (Roberts-Islam, 2021).

Whereas these tendencies and projects are not yet indicative of a larger-scale geographical shift in fast-fashion

retailers’ sourcing activities and significant cost barriers remain for onshore garment production, it can neverthe-

less be expected that at least retailers’ near sourcing activities will further pick up in the coming years (Berg et al.,

2020). Against this background, particularly suppliers in established Asian production countries with significant wage

increases in past years, such as China or India, are under increasing pressure to enhance the flexibility and cost-

efficiency of their manufacturing operations through automated and digital production technologies, if they want to

remain part fast-fashion retailers’ supplier networks in the long-term.

3.2 Linking digital restructuring, value chain governance and transformations of
labour processes in the fast-fashion GVC

Scholars and policy makers have only recently started to address the impact of digitalization on governance

and labour in the (fast-) fashion GVC (Azmeh & Nadvi, 2014; Butollo, 2021; Li et al., 2019). For value chain

governance, scholars and business analysts have argued that enhanced data sharing between fashion retailers

and their suppliers could effect a shift from traditional captive governance structures toward more relational

modes of value chain coordination (Azmeh & Nadvi, 2014; Berg et al., 2017). Azmeh and Nadvi (2014, p. 713),

for example, have illustrated how large tier-one garment suppliers increasingly assume the role of strategic

partners for large department store retailers by developing joint digital inventory management platforms. Their

findings, however, cannot necessarily be transferred to the value chains of fast-fashion retailers. Whereas fast-

fashion retailers’ suppliers have taken on additional functions in preparing garments for digitalized retail systems

(such as attaching RFID-security tags), there is little evidence that suppliers also embrace strategic inventory

management functions. Similarly, business research suggests that suppliers’ unilateral dependence on fast-

fashion retailers is likely to increase with the advanced integration of the manufacturing stage into retailers’

digital supply chains. In a McKinsey survey, almost 50 per cent of the surveyed garment sourcing officers men-

tioned sourcing process digitalization as one of their top three priorities for the next year (Berg et al., 2017,

p. 7). However, only 17 per cent of garment sourcing officers surveyed in anotherMcKinsey considered (co-)investing

in their suppliers’ technological capacities (Berg et al., 2020, p. 114). Hence, suppliers will likely have to stem invest-

ments into digitalization alone, while at the same time, needing to ensure compatibility of their IT systems with those

of their key buyers.

The consolidation of fast-fashion retailers’ value chain power through digital supply chain integration also affects

labour. By introducing digital SCM systems, fast-fashion retailers are able to increasingly control labour processes

in the vertically integrated retail and logistics operations and in the outsourced garment manufacturing operations.

Hence, we hold that current labour process transformations at the retail, logistics and manufacturing stages of
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F IGURE 1 Linking digital value chain restructuring, governance and labour process transformations in the
fast-fashion GVC. Source: own elaboration

fast-fashion GVCs are primordially driven and shaped by fast-fashion retailers’ strategic goals of enhancing supply

chain speed, flexibility and cost-efficiency. We argue that, consequently, digital labour process transformations in

the fast-fashion value chain are likely to show characteristics associated with ‘Digital Taylorism’. At the same time,

however, the introduction of new digital technologies represents a field of contestation between workers and man-

agements. Hence, where strong worker representation exists, workers may be able to exercise significant influence

over the deployment of newdigital technologies and over how these affectworking conditions. Figure 1 illustrates the

links between retailers’ current digital value chain restructuring strategies, governance structures and labour process

transformations in the fast-fashion GVC.

4 CASE DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

In the following, we analyse digital labour process transformations and their impact onworking conditions in the fast-

fashion value chain through the lens of a qualitative, meso-level embedded case study (Gereffi, 2019; Yin, 2014) of

two leading global garment retailers: Zara and H&M. Zara is the flagship brand of Inditex, a Spanish fast-fashion retail

company owning several brands. Zara has stores in 96 countries and online sales channels in 202 countries (Inditex,

2021b). Around 50 per cent of Inditex’s (partly company-owned) factories are located in Europe and neighbouring

regions, allowing Zara to release 24 collections per year (Aftab et al., 2018). Inditex has been perceived as a pioneer in

implementing an RFID and cloud-based digital SCM system, starting its rollout in Zara stores and logistics centres in

2014 and completing it in 2017 (Nayak, 2019). H&M is a Swedish fast-fashion retailer owning several brands, of which

H&M is the biggest. The brandH&Mmaintains stores in 72 countries, ofwhich 52 also possess an onlinemarket (H&M,

2021a). H&M still follows a predominantly distant sourcing strategy, with more than 73 per cent of its manufacturing

factories located in East, South-East and South Asia (H&M, 2021b). Accordingly, with only 16 collections a year, H&M

has fewer collections than Zara (Weinswig, 2017). H&M has started the roll out of its RFID-based digital SCM system

in 2016, completing implementation in 20 countries by 2020 (H&M, 2020).
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F IGURE 2 Embedded case study design and empirical data sources

To analyse how Zara’s and H&M’s digital supply chain integration projects are transforming labour processes and

working conditions, we defined three different stages of the value chain as sub-units of analysis (Yin, 2014, p. 65):

the garment manufacturing stage, the logistics and distribution stage, and the retail stage. To analyse labour process

transformations at these three stages of the value chain, we primarily draw on data from two participatory research

and discussion processes in the context of the TIE ExChains union network and of the union project ‘ver.di verbindet’.

The TIE ExChains network connects workers from the garment industry in Sri Lanka, India and Bangladesh and from

the retail and logistic sectors in Germany, Italy and Spain with the aim of strengthening local worker organizing and

collective bargaining through transnational solidarity. The ‘ver.di verbindet’ project has — between 2018 and 2020 —

brought togethermore than800workers,works councilmembers andunionist from theGerman retail, logistics and e-

commerce sectors to develop demands and guidelines for collective bargaining around digitalization processes. Data

fromworkshops in the TIE ExChains network and in the ‘ver.di verbindet’ project were complemented with data from

15 in-depth interviews with garment industry experts, factory managers, workers and unionists from Bangladesh,

India, Spain, Italy and Germany conducted between March 2017 and April 2021. Furthermore, we evaluated data

from H&M and Inditex company reports and from articles published on relevant online fashion news platforms and

in specialized magazines for the garment retail sector (e.g., fashionunited.com, Textilwirtschaft). Figure 2 visualizes

the embedded case study design and gives and overview of the empirical data sources unperpinning the following

empirical analysis.

5 DIGITAL LABOUR PROCESS TRANSFORMATIONS AND EFFECTS ON WORKING
CONDITIONS IN THE VALUE CHAINS OF INDITEX AND H&M

5.1 Digitalizing Taylorist workplace regimes in garment manufacturing

As illustrated in the previous section, suppliers for Zara and H&M are experiencing increasing pressure to invest in

digital technologies to speed up and flexibilize production. Here, we focus on garment manufacturers in India and

Bangladesh, which represent about 40 per cent of H&M’s and about 10 per cent of Inditex’s tier 1 factories (H&M,

2021b; Inditex, 2021a).With the general shift toward fast-fashion and linked retailer pressures for shorter lead times
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and lower prices, Bangladeshi and Indian export-garment manufacturers have over the past 15 years implemented

assembly line production models characterized by Taylorist workplace regimes. In these regimes, the complex pro-

duction process is broken down into single, standardized tasks — such as cutting, stitching and trimming — with each

task being carried out by a different worker. To maximize production efficiency, garment manufacturers have in addi-

tion introduced various digital and automation technologies such as computer-aided design and cutting technologies,

digital marker making software or automated fabric spreading and laser cutting machines. In the same vein, manu-

facturers have introduced semi-automated sewing machines for time-intensive, complex sewing operations such as

J-stitchmachines or welt pocket makingmachines.Whereas thesemachines still require operators to place the fabric

correctly onto themachine, the stitching itself is carried out automatically, thereby,making the stitching process faster

and less prone to errors (INT14). Only with retailers’ recent push for end-to-end digital supply chain integration, man-

ufacturers have, however, started to adopt more advanced digital technologies associated with ‘industry 4.0′, such
as 3D design software for sample making or digital sewing machine networks (INT15). According to an interviewed

textile engineering expert, a major challenge to introducing more advanced digital production technologies lies in the

non-compatibility of digital production technologies developed by different companies and in a lack of compatibility

of these technologies with existing production systems (INT15).

The introduction of computer-assisted, semi-automated and digital design and production technologies have led to

contrasting up-skilling and de-skilling processes for different groups of workers. On the one hand, an increasing num-

ber of positions in the pre-production and finishing process now require technical knowledge to use special software

and to program and maintain digital machines — knowledge usually acquired through university education or voca-

tional training courses (INT2). On the other hand, the introduction of semi-automated machines for complex stitches

has led to a decrease of skill requirements in the actual production process, as an interviewed garment industry con-

sultant from India explains:

When you grade themachine operators according to skill-levels, to do a J-stitchmanually, for example,

you need at least a semi-skilled operator, whom you pay 150 dollars a month. But when you use the

semi-automatedmachines, you can use a less-skilled operator, even at the helper level. So, you give him

100 dollars a month and have less costs while at the same time getting a higher productivity. (INT14)

The growing co-existence of unskilled and skilled jobs has, in turn, led to increasing workforce segmentation

not only along skill-level lines but also along gender lines. Despite the highly feminized nature of the Indian and

Bangladeshi garment sector, where women represent the majority of workers, it is predominantly men who get

trained and promoted into higher skilled positions involving the operation of digital machines, for example, for dig-

ital marker making or for laser-based cutting processes. Women, in contrast, frequently remain stuck in the lower

value-skilled positions in the sewing process, which is characterized by increased de-skilling due to the introduction

of semi-automated sewing machines (ILO, 2019, p. 19). In India, de-skilling processes are partially mitigated by the

overall higher skill requirements resulting from India’s specialization in higher value-added, more complex garments.

Since these products are produced in smaller quantities and, therefore, require more frequent variations in styles

and stitches, machine operators may still enhance their skill and pay levels by learning to operate various types of

machines and performing different stitches. In Bangladeshi garment factories such opportunities for up-skilling are,

however limited, since their production is specialized in the mass-scale production of basic garments with round the

year demand (INT14).

Besides increasing worker segmentation along skill- and gender levels, digitalization strategies of Indian and

Bangladeshi garment manufacturers are also increasing work pressure through new technologies for real-time per-

formance monitoring. Since timely completion of production orders has become a key requirement for H&M’s and

Inditex’s strategic suppliers, efficient worker performance monitoring is a core strategic capacity for garment man-

ufacturers (INT1). In this vein, Indian garment manufacturers have introduced digital sewing machine networks, in

which each individual sewing machine possesses a sensor that automatically records data on machine activity and
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sends it to a central cloud server viaWiFi. Thereby, digital sewing machine networks allowmanufacturers to monitor

various parameters of individual worker performance — such as idle time, dexterity, efficiency and fatigue levels — in

real time. Toprovideworkers incentives for enhancing productivity, anHRmanager at amajor Indian supplier forH&M

and Inditex suggests using bonuses and pay ranks to link productivity parameters towage components (INT1). Against

this backdrop, Indian garment union representativeswarn that in face low unionization rates and repressive employer

regimes new digital technologies with real-time performance monitoring are likely to exacerbate existing pressures

on workers to work without breaks, thereby aggravating health risks such as kidney damage, back pain or repetitive

strain injuries (INT9). Given that the majority of workers in the sewing process are female, increased digital control

over worker performance and associated health risks — oncemore— disproportionally affect womenworkers.

5.2 Uneven effects of automation and digital warehouse management systems on
workers in Inditex’s and H&M’s logistics networks

Compared to the garment manufacturing sector, where adoption of digital technologies is at a relatively early stage,

labour processes in Inditex’s and H&M’s logistic centres have been significantly transformed over the last years by

RFID-based, (semi-)automated digital warehouse management systems. The core of Inditex’s logistic network are 10

vertically integrated logistics centres in Spain, where garments arriving from Inditex’s global supplier network are reg-

istered and then distributed either directly to stores or to regional distribution centres. Whereas Inditex had tradi-

tionally organized distribution in house, with the growing importance of the online sales segment, the company has

since 2018 relied on the global logistics provider GXO Logistics to handle regional distribution of online orders. GXO,

formerly part of XPO, is according to the company’s own information the ‘world’s largest pure-play contract logis-

tics provider’, offering smart logistics solutions in particular for the e-commerce sector (GXO, 2021). More recently,

GXO has also taken over the operation of Inditex’s newest auxiliary European logistics hub in Leylstad, Netherlands.

The central node of H&M’s logistic network, in turn, is its vertically integrated central distribution centre in Hamburg,

Germany. From there, garments are distributed to stores and end-customers via regional logistics centres. Unlike Indi-

tex, H&M however maintains a much more decentralized network of vertically integrated regional logistics centres

located in Europe and the US, distributing garments both to stores and to end customers. Regional logistic centres are

operated in part by H&M itself and partly by external contractors, with GXO also being one of H&M’s key contractors.

Degrees of automation and digitalization vary across the different distribution centres in Inditex’s & H&M’s

logistics networks. In Inditex’s central distribution centres, most labour process steps have been automated over the

past decade including the traditionally highly labour-intensive areas of (un)loading, picking and packing. Workers are

now assisted in the (un)loading and packing process by robots that can handle boxes or hanging garments. In addition,

the picking process has been automated almost entirely. Enabled by RFID scanning technology and the in-house

‘XWMS’ warehouse management system, robots pick articles for store or customer orders from shelves. Articles are

then transported to the packing area via a complex system of transport belts, slides and chutes. Human labour is,

however, still needed in the packing process to check that each order has been correctly compiled, to mark the order

as completed in the system, and to label the finalized parcels. According to an interviewed union representative at

Inditex’s central logistics centre in Zaragoza, the newly introduced RFID-based warehouse management system and

automation technologies have so far had predominantly positive effects for workers by decreasing physical strain on

workers and thereby reducing work-related accidents and injuries. Moreover, the share of women in the workforce

has increased: The gross of tasks involved in compiling, checking and labelling orders is now carried out by men and

women almost equally, with about 60 per cent of workers in Inditex’s central logistic centres being men and about 40

per cent being women (INT13).

Despite the overall positive effects from automation in Inditex’s logistic centres, the interviewed union represen-

tative also recognizes several risks associated with RFID-based warehouse management systems and automation

technologies such as heightened work pressure and tightened digital performance monitoring. According to our
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interviewee, these risks have, however, not yet materialized for directly employed workers in Inditex’s distribution

centres due to a strong union presence:

Until now, the company has not implemented very aggressive measures to monitor or push workers

[. . . ]. There are peak times when supervisors will push a bit more [. . . ], but we, as the union, always

maintain that as long as workers are in position, management cannot interfere with their work speed

because we do not yet have performance standards. I think introducing performance standards and

measuringwould also not be in the company’s interest because thenwewould also demand a bonus for

periods with heightenedwork intensity. (INT13, authors’ translation)

Precarious, physically strainingwork characterized by highwork pressure, longworking hours and lowwages how-

ever persists in the lower value-adding segments of the labour process in Inditex’s logistic centres, segments that

have traditionally been carried out by contract workers. One example is ironing, which is performed exclusively by

female workers employed through a third-party contractor. Exploitative working conditions also prevail in Inditex’s

outsourced regional logistic centres operated by GXO. In those centres, picking and packing processes are still per-

formed manually with RFID-technology monitoring individual workers’ movements and performance (c.f. FESMC-

UGT, 2016).

Uneven effects of digitalization and automation technologies onworkers can also be observed across H&M’s logis-

tics network. So far, automation technologies have been introduced only in selected logistics centres, for example, in

H&Ms logistics centre in Poznan, Polandor inH&M’s recently opened ‘high-tech’ logistics centre inMiltonKeynes, UK,

where ‘technological solutions [..] reduce the need for employees to engage in repetitive tasks’ (H&M Logistics Man-

ager, cit. in Hughes, 2019). In contrast, in H&M’s central and largest distribution centre in Hamburg, Germany and in

most regional online sales logistics centres, picking and packing processes are still performedmanually. Nevertheless,

manual picking and packing processes in H&M’s logistics centres have undergone significant transformations with the

introduction of RFID-based digital warehouse management systems and ‘pick by voice’ technology. The warehouse

management system now determines which workers should pick which items in which sequence, calculating themost

time-effective route through thewarehouse.Workers receive detailed commands via personalizedRFID scanners and

headsets and need to confirm every work step by speaking a control number or ‘okay’ into themicrophone (INT5).

Workers predominantly experience RFID-based warehouse management and ‘pick by voice’ systems as a deteri-

oration of work quality. In workshops conducted within the project ‘ver.di verbindet’, workers report feeling reduced

to mere ‘appendices of technology’, since all planning tasks are now carried out by a software with workers merely

carrying out instructions. This de-skilling of tasks has also opened the way for the increased use of contract workers,

leading to an increasing precarization of employment relations. The use of contractworkers as a formof exploitation is

particularly prevalent in H&M’s outsourced online logistics centres in Italy operated by GXO, as a unionist points out:

XPO [note: now GXO] outsources the actual work process to subcontracting registered as “coopera-

tives,” which formally employ workers. Workers receive temporary, part-time contracts but are made

to work 11 h per day, 6 days a week, receiving their working schedules on a day-to-day basis. (Open

letter by Italian unionist, published by Labournet.tv, 23 August 2016; authors’ translation)

Besides the perceived de-skilling of tasks, workers also report increasing feelings of isolation due to the ‘pick by

voice’ systems. As a participant in a ‘ver,di verbindet’ workshop explains, the voice recognition software will ‘go mad’

if workers say any other words than the required confirmations. Hence, it becomes impossible for workers to even

exchange a fewwordswith colleagues in the hallway. This communication barrier has also hindered unions’ work since

casually communicating with co-workers is an essential part of their workplace organizing (INT8).

Last, digital warehouse management systems in H&M’s logistic centres have generally led to increased stress lev-

els for workers due to the heightened pace and tight structuring of work processes. Shorter product and distribution
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cycles have led to a ‘compression of work’, with pickers having to prepare various orders simultaneously. Whether

workers are able to cope with these denser work schedules is, in turn, tightly monitored by management through

tracking individual workers’ movements and performance, placing additional stress onworkers (INT10).

5.3 Industrialization of service work and worker resistance in Zara and H&M stores

Next to the logistics stage, the vertically integrated retail stage represents the second core strategic sector for retail-

ers’ digital supply chain integration projects. In this section, we look at Inditex’s and H&M’s retail operations in Spain

and Germany, representing the two retailers’ largest consumer markets. In both countries, the garment retail sector

is characterized by a proportionally high share of women workers compared to the overall participation of women in

the labour market. In Germany, about 80 per cent of workers in garment retail are women (Statistisches Bundesamt,

2019) and in Spain about 55 per cent (EY, 2020). Both H&M and Inditex have over the past 5 to 7 years introduced

RFID-based storemanagement systems. These systems trackwhich articles are available on the shop floor or in stock,

recording their precise location. Smart checkout points automatically registerwhich itemshave been sold and feed the

information into the central system.Workers and supervisors are able to access this information at any time via ‘per-

sonalized digital assistants’ (PDAs, a handheld tablet). Together with RFID-based store management systems, H&M

and Inditex also introduced ‘omni channel’ services for customers, such as ‘Click & Collect’ or ‘Scan & Buy’ (Köhnen &

Nutzenberger, 2019).

In workshops within the ‘ver.di verbindet project and the TIE ExChains network, Zara workers and works coun-

cils from Spain or Germany have highlighted several transformations of labour processes linked to RFID-based digital

store management systems. These transformations include the de-qualification and de-skilling of tasks, heightened

work intensity, new digital forms of work control, increased workforce segmentation and precarization of employ-

ment. Experiences of de-skilling and de-qualification result from the increasing standardization and rationalization of

work routines in Zara stores, where digital technologies have gradually taken over planning, management and cus-

tomer attention tasks. Zara workers report that, before the digital re-structuring of retail operations, employees per-

formed a repertoire of several different tasks autonomously, including checking and replenishing sales floor inventory,

visually arranging collections and advising customers.Now, the storemanagement systemautomatically registers that

a certain item needs to be replenished and notifies workers via their PDAs. Similarly, the system identifies items that

are not selling well and suggests re-locating the item to a different section, from where other items have been sell-

ing faster (INT6). The fact that central tasks of inventory and stock management are now performed by the digital

store management systems and do not require workers’ experience and specialized knowledge anymore has further-

more enabled Zara to outsource the management of in-store warehouse sections to subcontractor firms. Workers

employed through these firms are predominantly male migrant workers, who receive significantly less pay and bene-

fits than directly employedworkers (INT7). Hence, the outsourcing processes enabled through new digital storeman-

agement systems create new workforce divisions along intersecting lines of gender and employment type in a sector

that has traditionally been characterized by rather low gender segmentation of tasks.

In addition to stock and inventory management tasks, digital store management systems increasingly take over

customer attention tasks. Technologies, such as the Zara app, providing styling tips, or ‘interactive mirrors’ lead

customers to seek less advice from employees. ‘Interactive mirrors’ automatically recognize the garment a customer

is fitting on via the RFID label and provide tips for combinations with other articles (INT7). Moreover, since the

introduction of ‘click and collect,’ an increasing number of customers only visit the store to pick up items ordered or

reserved online. Employee-customer-interaction, hence, is reduced to supervising customers in the changing rooms

or fetching packets for customers. This tendency is further accentuated by Zara’s new ‘Ship from Store’ concept,

leading to the increasing performance of logistical tasks by Zara retail workers, who now pick and pack items for

online orders sent to customers directly from the store (INT11). As a result, workers’ routines comprise an increasing

percentage of standardized, repetitive tasks — also due to Inditex’s general strategy to standardize operations and
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visual presentation across its physical store network. A visual designer fromaZara store in Spain summarizesworkers’

related experiences of de-skilling and de-valuation of work:

When I started working at Zara 12 years ago, employees still required several professional skills: good

customer relations, consulting skills, knowledge of different fabric types, a feeling for aesthetics, for

fashion. Now, none of this plays a role anymore, [. . . ] it is no longer part of our job profile. Now, we are

just numbers and all that matters is our productivity. (INT7, authors’ translation)

Last, digital storemanagement systemshave also led to an increasing flexibilizationofworking hours andprecariza-

tion of employment. Digital management systems enable store managers to more accurately predict staff require-

mentsbasedon sales data and standardizedperformance times for specific tasks. Toaccount for variations in customer

traffic, the shift system at Zara has been restructured to encompass more shorter shifts per day.Workers report that,

as a result, pressure to be constantly available has significantly increased, as has the share of workers with ‘flexible

contracts’. ‘Flexible contracts’ only guarantee a limited number of weekly working hours, with extra hours being allo-

cated to individual workers according to staff demands and workers’ availability. This pressure for flexibility has led

storemanagers to employ predominantly younger and/ormaleworkers becausemothers are deemed less flexible due

to their care responsibilities. In addition, Zaraworks councils report that the company has been deliberately targeting

female employees with children, issuing warning notes even for small issues to make them sign voluntary termination

agreements (INT6).

In the ‘ver.di verbindet’ workshops, workers from German H&M stores reported similar trends toward increasing

standardization ofwork processes, heightened pressures forworker flexibility and a rise in ‘flexible contracts’ over the

past years. So far, H&M has laid the organizational and technological basis for introducing the RFID-based store man-

agement system inGerman stores by equipping checkout systemswithRFID scanners andby standardizingworkflows

according to a central ‘store operations’ concept (INT12). However, due to opposition fromworks councils, the RFID-

related storemanagement system and related ‘omni-channel’ services, such as ‘click and collect,’ are not yet functional

in German H&M stores. According to German co-determination laws, introducing new digital technologies that sig-

nificantly change work processes requires an official company agreement between management and works councils.

When introducing theRFID system inZara stores, theZaraGermanymanagement circumvented this process by intro-

ducing the various technological elements, such as scanners or smart cash registers, step-by-step in testing phases:

‘That’s how it happened with every technological innovation. They were just “thrown in” without really informing

workers or works councils beforehand or asking for their opinions’, reports a Zara works council member from Ger-

many (INT13). Due to discussions in the TIE ExChains network and the ‘ver.di verbindet’-project, H&M works coun-

cils have, however, learned from their colleagues’ experience at Zara and opposed H&M’s attempts to introduce new

RFID-based technologies in a similar manner. Currently, ver.di is seeking to negotiate a collective bargaining agree-

ment with H&M to specify how the digitalization of H&M’s retail operations in Germany can be advanced without

negative effects on quality of work and employment (INT12).

6 CONCLUSIONS

This article has drawn on case studies of Zara and H&M to analyse how digital value chain restructuring in the fast-

fashion GVC impacts labour processes and working conditions. We have proposed understanding current digital

labour process transformations in garment manufacturing, logistic and retail as driven and shaped by fast-fashion

retailers’ digital SCM strategies directed at enhancing supply chain speed, responsiveness and cost-efficiency, and at

advancing the integration of offline and online sales channels.

Our analysis shows that labour transformations at the manufacturing, logistics and retail stages of H&M and

Inditex’s supply chains show general trends of work transformation under digital capitalism, including the de-skilling,
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standardization and rationalization of tasks, heightened work intensity and new digital forms of labour control. How-

ever, several differences regarding implications for working conditions can be observed, with effects of digitalization

processes onworkers beingmediated byworkers’ position in the value chain, and by gender and capital labour-power

relations. At the manufacturing stage, digital cutting and design technologies, and semi-automated sewing machines

have led to up-skilling in the more capital-intensive pre-production steps, while effecting de-skilling processes in

the labour-intensive sewing process. As a result, workforce segmentation along skill-level and gender lines has

increased, with male workers benefitting more than women workers from up-skilling processes. In addition, in face

of low unionization rates, negative characteristics of Taylorist labour process organization and control in garment

manufacturing are further aggravated with the introduction of digital sewing machine networks enabling real-time

worker performance analysis.

Conversely, at the logistics and retail stages qualitatively new ‘digital Taylorist’ forms of labour process organi-

zations are emerging with the introduction of automation technologies and RFID-based warehouse and store man-

agement systems. In both warehouses and stores, digital management systems are not only monitoring worker per-

formance but also taking over central planning and decision-making functions. Schröter (2019) has coined the term

‘delegation technology’ for these digital management systems to distinguish them from ‘assistance technologies’ that

merely collect and evaluate data to facilitate humanmanagement and decision-making processes. As delegation tech-

nologies, fast-fashion retailers’ digital warehouse and store management systems exercise autonomous control over

workflows and supply chain coordination via algorithms. RFID-scanners and PDAs provide workers with detailed

instructions, while collecting data on workers’ movements and activities to optimize workflows. Digital warehouse

and store management systems, hence, permanently absorb workers’ informal and ‘tacit’ knowledge and make it

exploitable for management, thereby reducing workers’ bargaining power and opening ways for an increasing pre-

carization of employment.

Nevertheless, not all workers across H&M and Zara’s logistics and store networks have been equally affected

by new digital management systems. In Zara’s vertically owned distribution centres, representing central strategic

nodes in Inditex’s logistics network, digital warehouse management systems have enabled the automation of physi-

cally straining picking and packing processes while strong unions have prevented digital individual performance con-

trol. In contrast, in Zara’s outsourced logistics centres and in the bigger share of H&M’s company-owned and out-

sourced logistic centres, ‘pick by voice’ systems are used to squeeze workers more effectively, leading to heightened

work intensity and increased stress and alienation for workers. At the retail stage, German H&Mworks councils have

learned from the experiences of their colleagues in Zara stores, where newdigital storemanagement systems have led

to a de-skilling of tasks and to the precarization and flexibilization of work, affecting particularly female employees.

As a result, ver.di is currently seeking to negotiate a collective bargaining agreement with H&M to prevent negative

effects on employment andwork quality from the digitalization of H&M’s retail operations in Germany.

Our analysis has contributed to debates on labour, digitalization and global value with three important insights

into the restructuring of buyer-driven value chains under digital capitalism. First, we have shown how, under digital

capitalism, sources of value chain and market power for established lead firms in buyer-driven GVCs are increasingly

shifting from the capacity to control and coordinate geographically fragmented supplier networks to controlling highly

responsive, digitally integrated supply chains and logistics networks (c.f. Butollo, 2021). Established lead firms, such

as H&M and Inditex, are therefore increasingly investing in customized digital SCM systems and IT architectures to

enhance their capacities to optimize and synchronize labour processes across the supply chain. Second, in this line, we

have also illustrated how specialized logistics companies are emerging as new important players in buyer-driven value

chains, given the heightened logistical demands from growing online sales (c.f. Coe, 2014). Multinational, specialized

logistic contractors, such as GXO Logistics, alreadymanaging online order last-mile logistics for H&Mand Inditex, can

hence be expected to accumulate increasing value chain power over the next years. Third and last, we have shownhow

enhanced labour control as well as the standardization and rationalization of labour processes are central elements of

fast-fashion retailers’ digital supply chain integration strategies, thereby contradicting more optimistic accounts that

digitalization processes may improve working conditions in garment manufacturing and retail (see Denuwara et al.,
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2019). Simultaneously, however, our analysis has shown that the introduction of new technologies and linked labour

process transformations can also be resisted and co-determined byworkers, thereby highlighting technology as a core

field of contestation within capitalist relations of production.
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